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Parts I've written as part of my PhD:
Polarimetry
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Equilibrium (Grad-Shafranov Test)
Various Ne/Te proﬁle models.
+(Parallelised and developed outer algorithms)
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A typical high density H-mode pulse:
- Connect up the model (Based on EFITs ﬂux surfaces for the time being)
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If, for some reason, you are reading this in
detail, the EFIT bit is made up because I
didn't have time to go generate the real graph.
Also, these are the mtanh modules, but the
knotProﬁle nodes were used directly for the
MCMC runs on the left.
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A typical high density H-mode pulse:
- Connect up the model (Based on EFITs ﬂux surfaces for the time being)
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If, for some reason, you are reading this in
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knotProﬁle nodes were used directly for the
MCMC runs on the left.
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A typical high density H-mode pulse:
- Connect up the model (Based on EFITs ﬂux surfaces for the time being)
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If, for some reason, you are reading this in
detail, the EFIT bit is made up because I
didn't have time to go generate the real graph.
Also, these are the mtanh modules, but the
knotProﬁle nodes were used directly for the
MCMC runs on the left.
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A typical high density H-mode pulse:
- Connect up the model (Based on EFITs ﬂux surfaces for the time being)
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MCMC runs on the left.
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A typical high density H-mode pulse:
- Connect up the model (Based on EFITs ﬂux surfaces for the time being)
- Give all calibrations some uncertainty (what we believe).
- Give some less trusted calibrations almost complete freedom (uniform prior).
- Throw the complete problem at the GA for MAP (best ﬁt) and
then at the MCMC for distribution...
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If, for some reason, you are reading this in
detail, the EFIT bit is made up because I
didn't have time to go generate the real graph.
Also, these are the mtanh modules, but the
knotProﬁle nodes were used directly for the
MCMC runs on the left.
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A typical high density H-mode pulse:
- Connect up the model (Based on EFITs ﬂux surfaces for the time being)
- Give all calibrations some uncertainty (what we believe).
- Give some less trusted calibrations almost complete freedom (uniform prior).
- Throw the complete problem at the GA for MAP (best ﬁt) and
then at the MCMC for distribution...
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If, for some reason, you are reading this in
detail, the EFIT bit is made up because I
didn't have time to go generate the real graph.
Also, these are the mtanh modules, but the
knotProﬁle nodes were used directly for the
MCMC runs on the left.
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But, the problem is now very hard for the
external algorithms to handle due to non-linera
1000D+ posterior.
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1) Parallelise the linear solver and iterate to ﬁnd
MAP (much slower but more stable than EFIT).
2) Exporing the PDF only just possible
(last week).
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With the high-res beams, the posterior is 4732D. This is far too much for the
MCMC algorithm (as it stands). So, for the moment, use a lower res (5cm beams).
Also, we need to allow a little more ﬂexibility in GS diﬀerence (~1% of Jϕ ) so it can explore.
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With the high-res beams, the posterior is 4732D. This is far too much for the
MCMC algorithm (as it stands). So, for the moment, use a lower res (5cm beams).
Also, we need to allow a little more ﬂexibility in GS diﬀerence (~1% of Jϕ ) so it can explore.
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Of course, we can see how other diagnostics reduce this uncertainty, just by
adding their forward model to the system and running it again.
This will be good for the obvious cases: MSE, Polarimetry etc, but maybe
others too. e.g Interferometry and Edge LIDAR.
All of this still needs lots of investigating and validating...
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Can we test pedestal scaling from edge LIDAR just with uncertain mapping (CT).
[Have 7000 time points, type-I ELMy H-Mode, marked and clear of ELMS since Edge LIDAR upgrade C20-C27 ]

Do we get enough info to test current models at edge?

